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Soviet Satellite Plunges
Into Earth's Atmosphere
(UPI) - A renegade Soviet spy satellite
burned through the atmosphere Sunday, blazing a radioactive trail above the middle of the
Indian Ocean and disappearing far from land,
U.S. space trackers said.
The fiery demise of the main chunk.of Cosmos 1402 ended a three-week international
death watch, but the saga of the space derelict
will not end until next month when a second,
smaller radioactive piece is expected to plunge
to Earth.
In its final orbit, the runaway satellite tumbled over the United States, Scandinavia and
the Middle East before the fragments flamed
through the sky. A Pentagon spokesman in
Washington said it "completed its bum" at
5:21 p.m. EST.
The spacecraft blistered through the globe's
air layer- the final act in the "critical decay" of its orbit- within sight of U.S,
forces on the British-owned island of Diego
Garcia about 800 miles southwest of India.
The heaviest portion of the satellite, estimated to have weighed about four tons, completed its bum at a point above Earth's surface
at. 25 degrees south latitude by 84 degees east
longitude, about 1,800 miles southeast of India, officials said.
Joe Ca~aretta

URBANITE: This roadrunner, completely unaware that he's a state bird,
picks at some crumbs on a Nt:Jifh Valley sidewalk during the weekend.
Albuquerque roadrunners don't worry too much about stagecoaches
and coyotes these days, but are terrified of kitty cats.

Greek System Growing Again
After Decade of Slow Growth

There was no indication whetherany of the
vehicle actually reached the surface.
''In all probability, most of the satellite
broke up on re-entry, but it is impossible at
this time to know whether any of it reached the
surface,'' a Pentagon spokesman said. "We
may never know.''
A Pentagon statement said U.S. forces will

''watch for increased levels of radiation in the
atmosphere, but it is impossible to say at this
time what the results of this effort might be.''
''This is our last statement on the main body
of Cosmos 1402,'' the U.S. defense agency
said, closing down an operation thafhad been
running since the first week of January, when
officials first disclosed the Soviet spy-in-thesky had gone out of control.
continued on page 5

College Orders
Basic Skills Test
By Laura Tolley
Last spring the University of New Mexico
College ofEducation instituted a basic skills
test in reading, writing and arithmetic for people entering the college.
In July the college will have "cut scores"
for people who take the test and are unable to
establish proficiency in any of the areas when
first tested.
Students lacking proficiency will be told in
which area they need help retaking the test,
said Dr. Sven Winther, College of.Education
advisor.
The college has options in each area for the
student. He may take a specified course at
UNM, or do irtdependent work before retaking the test.
The majority of people taking the test pass
it, Winther said.
continued on page 5

By Lydia Piper

of students attending school here.
"UNM is a commuter school," said Mflry
The Greek system at the University of New Morrow, Alpha Chi Omega sorority presiMexico is growing again after being stunted dent.
for.a long time, but the process is slow.
Golden agreed and said students who attend
Gary Golden, assistant dean of studentsand high school in Albuquerque usually attend
fraternity advisor, said whenhecameto UNM college with the same high school friends and
five years ago, there were eight fraternities do not feel the need to find new ones. He said
with about 150 members. In 1982 there were that only a small percentage. of students were
nine fraternities with more than 400members. from out of state.
"In the early '70s when there was a lot of
Lex Smart, Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity presistudent unrest, fraternities everywhere went dent, said another problem is that most UNM
down (in membership),'' Golden said.
students are older, the average age beirtg 27,
Golden said that at one time, 15 fraternities and don't want to join a fraternity.
were on campus, but during the '70s the numGolden said another reason is many UNM
ber dropped to eight.
students are ''first,. generation college stu"'It's building up slowly,'' he said.
dents." He said that Greek systems on other
One reason the UNM Greek system is small campuses have people whose parents and
and may take time to build back up is the type grandparents had been members of the same
sorority or fraternity. But at UNM, many students' parents did not attend college, he said.
These reasons also may be why members of
the UNM Greek system' are atypical of other
campuses.
continued on page 5

Game Dumped
After. Outrage
By Dennis Pohlman
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Members of the Albuquerque Equal Rights
Council Friday announced their apparent
"victory" over several area businesses which
had offered for sate an x,..rated video-cassette
game labeled by more than 20 organizations
locally and nationwide as a blatant attack on
minorities and women.
"We are happy to announce that the video
game 'Custer's Revenge' has been withdrawn
from the market, largely because of the
tremendous. public outrage over this product;
which is an affront to minorities and womer.,
particularly tndian women, u said Carol Fernandez, a member of the organizing committee of the Albuquerque council.
continued on page 5

f
JOHN AND CECILIA PAEZ

New Regent Surprised
By Dennis Pohlman

Colleen Maloof, widow of Albuquerque
businessman George Maloof, was reappointed to her Regent post.
Paez, 37, is an Albuquerque native. He is
a graduate of Saint Pius X High School and
the UNM School of Phannacy. He studied
dentistry at the University of MissouriKansas City, graduating in 1973. He said he
decided to locate his office in the South Valley because of the extreme need for qualified
medical people in that area:.
Paez is married and has three children,
Joan, 8; Tina, Stand John Rafael, 3 months.
He met his wife, Cecilia, while studying in
Missouri.She is qualified as an X-ray techni. cian, but is now at home c;u-ing for their son.

Newly-appointed University of New
Mexico Regent Dr. John D. Paez said he
never expected to be chosen to sit on the
five·member board, and said he was as sur-.
prised as everyone else by his selection by
Gov. Toney Anaya.
.
.
.
''I submitted a resume at the urging of one
of my long-time patients, state .Sen. Ron
·Olguin (0-Bemalillo). Olguin said I had as
good a chance as anyone, but I didn't know
Mr. Anaya and have almost no involvement
in politics, so I didn't really expect to be
named, H Paez explained.
Paez said he first met the governor on Jart.
14, three days before. his appointment was
Budget considerations, which may likely
announced. He said Anaya. seemed to like
him :and was interested by Paez;s decision be first on the agenda when the board meets,
some nine years ago to locate his dental prac- are seen as achallengeby the new Regent. "I
tice in Albuquerque's South Valley area, think when finances are mdst difficult, peoPaez was named as regent Jan. 17 to replace ple and institutions strive .to really take a
retiring board member Calvin Hom, and still good look at what's truly essential;. and a
faces a Senate confinnation hearing some· spirit of cooperation to get through the tough
times usually arises;" he said.
time this week.
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Students Are Not Taking Advantage
Of Available Group Health Insurance

Congress Returns To Tackle
Budget Battle, Social Security
WASHINGTON - Senate Re- .
publican Leader Howard Baker said
Sunday the $8 billion President
Reagan has agreed to cut from the
Pentagon budget is not enough and
Congress will cut more like $15 billion.

Godfather's Pizza Combo -. it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holclin' ya'?

Godfatha's PizZa.
Albuquerque 5 Locations
106 Buen• VI•U. SE
5306 C•ntnl, SW

2'7·9591
836-0142

8700 M....,ul Blvd, NE

299-6666

1835 Caocklorto. Nlll
345-8568
SSOQ Aeada~~p. NE
821-7262
AIM In Rio Rancho

domestic programs and congressional opponents will seek more cuts
in defense. With the federal deficit
approaching $200 billion, some cuts
are inevitable.
Baker, interviewed on NBC's

Meet the Press, was asked if he considers the $8 billion cut in military
spending for 1984- resisted by De-

The 98th Congress returns Tuesday to hear President Reagan's State
of the Union address be(ore starting
work on the budget, Social Security
bailout and a host of other troublesome issues. It formally convened
Jan. 3, but promptly adjourned.

fense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
but. reluctantly acceped by Reagan
- to be sufficient.
"No, I don't," he replied.
"Congress, the Senate," he said,
"will require something more than
an $8 billion cut in outlays,'' which
amounts to approximately $1!.5 billion cut in spending authorization.

Reagan's 1984 budget will be sent
to Capitol Hill next Monday, marking the start of the budget battle in
which Reagan will seck more cuts in

water mains are not being repaired
and some householders already have
to carry water from emergency hydrants in the street.
The government plans to put
15,000 troops on stand-by .in case of

''I think it will be something more
in the neighborhood of $15 billion
cut," he said. "That is a lot of
money in terms of budget authority,
but the military simply can't be immune" from the cuts needed to re.
duce projected budget deficits.
''I am a strong supporter of modemizaton and rebuilding," he said,
''but I am convinced it must at least
be spread out to recapture control of
our own economic destiny."
Baker. also said although he has
promised Senate consideration of an
anti-abortion constitutional amendment, he does not anticipate any
long, drawn-out debate on other
emotional social issues such as
prayer in schools and busing.

MEXICO CITY (UPI)- The
just-released Fundamental Dic-

tionary of Mexico's Spanish
attempts to correct Spain's
"strange" language, a researcher in the government-funded
program said Sunday.
In an interview in the current
issue of Proceso magazine, researcher Luis Fernando Lara
compared the new dictionary to
Noah Webster's 19th century
dictionary of English as spoken
in the United States, rather than
Great Britain.
Lara said Spain's official dictionary of the Real Spanish
Accademy was insufficient for
giving accurate definitions of the
use of words in Mexico.
"The dictionary of the
Accademy frequently has left us
Mexicans with a feeling that it is
strange or in some cases wrong''
in word definitions, Lara said.
He said the new dictionary,
published by the Mexican gov-

"It is purely a safety precaution,''
a North-West Water Authority
spokesman said. Filters in water
treatment plants have to be cleaned
manually and one or two of the 50
plants in the Manchester area may
not be serviced, he said.
An overtime ban also means burst

ernment's Economic Cultural
Fund, is aimed at aiding people
understand eomlil~>n Spanish
used in Mexican newspapers.
Lara said .he hoped the dictionary also would give Mexicans
pride in their language just as
Webster helped give a "fundamental validity of the English
of the United States."
Researchers spent four years
analyzing material that would be
included in the Mexican dictionary before anything was written,
Lara said, noting the process took
76 years for the Oxford dictionary and no one know exactly how
long was spent on Webster's.
The new dictionary does not
attempt to define all Mexican
slang or profanity because "dirty
words are learned in the street
and what is needed more is to
educate," Lara said.

Webster's New World Diction•
ary of the American Language
used the same justification for excluding profanity.

NEW HOURS
MON.-FlU. 7:00-7:00
SATURDAY 1 0:00·5:00

SIJNDAY NOON-5:00
lNftOIIIICES

Here's how It Works;
PrOie!Jors orgonb;i! a Jelectlon of cion reading! (check
copyright law for legal use 01 mor&rlal) ond drop rh!! master olt of Klnko's, Klnko's will
- DupHcOie It
- A.utmble Custom NotebookS
• Disfltbuie lhem lo your students of a
reduced rate
Out Prolessor Publishing Plan is :Weillable at no

Highland High Auditorium
Wed., Jan. 26 7·10pm

•

'

l~lOH.o;.'l()k ~lll.iSIII ~<;

WINTER SPORTS
FILM NIGHT

c

Students covered come to the health center first, .
she said. If the problem cannot be taken care of at
the health center, they are referred to city hospitals.
"We help 90 percent of those covered here at the
health center at no cost to the student,'' Eaton said,
Students are free to choose which hospital to stay
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cost to you or your depaJtment.

CoM 255·9673 for more Information
or campus caulier servtc..

'' •. ". ...

The retreat, "Where You're At
and One Step Further," is based on
Philipians 3:14.
Jim Newton, songwriter and singer, wj)] be this year's leader. New-

At the Jan. 22 meeting of the
Graduate Students Association, the
Graduate Assistant/Teaching Assistant Committee announced it will
make suggestions for GA and T A
raises in February.

The Student Health Center is a service for all
students whether they have insurance. Doctor visits
are free, however students must pay for lab work
and tests, X-rays and drug prescriptions.
Student health insurance is only sold during the
first two weeks of the semester. For more information, contact the Student Health Center, 277-2410.

CQ
£'!11
,.
"'Jo oo
o•
~

ton is a gr11duate of Perkins School of
Theology. From 1975 to 1979 he
was with the Pilgrimage Band, and
in 1980 his first solo album
"Jeremy's Lullaby," was released:
The cost of the retreat is $30, and
deadline registration is today.
All interested persons sho111d contact United Campus Ministries, at
1801 Las Lomas Ave. NE.

Raise Suggested for TAs

Students need this service because it can help
ease financial burdens in case anything does happen, Eaton said.

Dolly

,. co\)~
,..

emergency but water engineers say
the army could not possibly run the
national water and sewage service.
The water workers say they would
withdraw even ~;:mergency service if
troops are used.

kinko·s copiQs

. . • " ... i l . - · ' .

We offer a group insurance plan to all students,
Eaton said, adding that group insurance plans are
much che;~per than individual plans. The cost of
student health insurance is $57 for the spring and
summer semesters

A midwinter retreat, sponsored
by Unitec! Campus Ministries,is
scheduled for Feb. 4 to 6 in Sacramento, Calif.

in if hospitalization is needed, she added. They
may also choose their own doctors. If the student
has no preference, he is referred to the University of
New Mexico Hospital Bernalillo County Medical
. Center, she explained.

The committee said GAs and TAs
are presently earning a little more
than $400 monthly for teaching. The

committee will suggest a raise of
about $200 per month.
Also, GSA announced the Feb. I
deadline for nominations for theRegents Meritorious Service medal.
The medal is awardee! to members of
the faculty and staff for outstanding
teaching or performance, Nominations may be submitted by students
as well as faculty and staff.
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A Large Bowl of our
Spicy Green Chili Stew
flour tortilla & small soft drink

Defining Ordinary Spanish
Aim of Mexican Dictionary

The 2.5 million residents of Manchester, 180 miles northwest of London were urged to boil tap water if
the strike went ahead.

Tickets available at Strings 'n Spokes
3222 Centro!, SE (2 blks E. U.N.M.)
$3.00 In advance
$3.50 at the door

Dr. Olga Eaton, Student Health Center director,
is concerned with the fact that more students. do not
take advantage of the student health insurance
available to them.

Britons Urged to Stock Up on Water
To Prepare for Water Worker's Strike
LONDON- Millions of Britons
were warned Sunday to boil drinking water and save supplies on the
eve of the first national water workers strike, which threatened health
and industry.
"Save water in every way you
can," newspaper ads urged as the
midnight strike deadline approached
and supermarkets reported a boom
in the sale of mineral water.
The 29,000 blue-collar water and
sewage workers in the state-run industry in England, Wales and Northem Ireland want a 15 percent pay
rise. The government offered 4 percent, then raised it to 5.9 percent
Saturday. The workers in Scotland
are members of a different union and
are not involved in the present dispute.
The water workers average weekly wage is around $217 weekly. The
latest offer would boost it to $230
weekly.
But a strike appeared inevitable
when union negotiators rejected the
offer Sunday. "There's been no
dramatic breakthrough,' • said union
repre~entative Ron Keating, adding
prospects for the strike ''looked very
grim indeed".
'

California Retreat Offered

$1.69

45(: savings
With this coupon
thru 1·30-83

. fl'ontiel' Restaurant
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with coupon -Good Any Time- No Limit
Open Dally
Use our convenient drive up windows at
at 1f:OOam
18.30 Lomas NE
.
.
.
Ot.her Locat.lons
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
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.
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 266·5729
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..
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.
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---Editorial--

---Humor---

Reagan Gets Graded

Medical World At Odds
Over Definition of Sleep

At this halfway point in the Reagan administration, the time has
came to evaluate our fearless leader, President Ronnie Reagan.
DEFENSE. Deaf to a nationwide clamor for a freeze on nuclear arms
buildup, Reagan has barrE:JIIed ahE:Jad with his MX Missile plans and
other equally ineffective arms, hoping to fend off the big bad Russian
bear. Somehow, an entire nation's plea for a return to sanity in regard
to defense has been disregarded. Reagan gets a D in defense class.

TODAY' SCIENTIFIC TOPIC IS:

l.£f'5 00, CR.W ...

B€AM UP...Wf/V6
106\<WR~.
I

ECONOMY. Inflation is down to .its lowest increase in a number of
years, but at the expense of the skyrocketing unemployment rate.
People who can't find jobs are living outoftheircars and feeding their
children God knows what. Is this the trickle-down theory in action or is
it national middle-class American destitution? Or is it both? Reagan
gets a C in economics.
SOCIAL SECURITY. This can be a category all by itself, if only by
virtue of its monstrous proportions. it seems a workable solution may
have been reached by the Social Security commission. The solution is
flawed, but on the. whole it may rescue the ailing program and its
benE:Jficiaries. Reagan gets an A for this one.
FOREIGN AFFAIRS. Let's face it. Our country is a laughingstock in
some major circles. And the mention of El Salvador, Guatemala,
Beirut and Israel are grim reminders of atrocious double standard our
country has developed: condemning the domestic policies of certain
countries and at the same time selling arms to them by the megatons.
To be fair, this has been going on for a very long time and does not
apply only the the current administration. But shame, shame, Sir, for
perpetuating a bad situation. For that Reagan gets a D,
While campaigning for the office of president, Reagan made
numerous promises - not unlike any othE:Jr candidate. He wanted to
balance the budget. He wanted to provide tax relief. He wanted to
build up our national defenses. He dreamed of providing the average
American citizen with the means to achieve the American Dream.

fJINE

OOT N€W WORUJ<j

rr,

SfOCI<!

\
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W€Ne R€:1\CHW 1H6
ENTEKPRISf.'S
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FINI!iHW,
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But that has been Reagan's basic obstacle- he is a dreamer. He is a
charming, lovable, elegant, dignified statesman who is lost in a cloud
of dreamy ambitions. However, he at least had sense enough to .
surround himself with a measure of cabinet members who provide a
slight semblance of much-needed objectivity and an ability to face
cold hard reality. That is his saving grace insofar as long-term accomplishments go. Let us hope that, in staying the course, the Reagan
administration does not flunk it as well.

---Letters--Federal Employees Have
Separate Retirement Plan
Editor:
The editorial in yesterday's Lobo makes several excellent points
and in general is a good summary of the Social Security commission's recommendations.
However, your statement: ''It seems strange that government employees are· not depending upon a government system for old-age
benefits in the first place ... " needs a rebuttal:
Since 1920 federal employees have contributed to a retirement
plan enacted by Congress. This federal retirement system antedates
the Social Security System by 18 years, Only new appointed federal
employees will participate in Social Security under the proposed
Commission with minor financial benefits in the near-term period.
Federa.l employment is not a growing sector of our economy, therefore, new employees will add only a limited number of entrants to
Social Security.
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Mario P. Ingrassia
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Sleep.
The medical world does not
agree on how to define "sleep."
This is no big surprise, since the
medical world doesn't agree on
anything E:Jise, e.ither. Let's say
your stomach hurts. Some members of the medical world will
claim your pain is caused by
anxiety and can be cured only by
By Dave Barry
giving large sums of money to a ·
psychoanalyst; others will want
to immediately open up your
body and install a mechanical ma1nmg ducks might find out
spleen; and others will put a where you live, using that uncanlarge steel pin in your hip be- ny sense of direction ducks have
cause they were looking at that enables them to locate
another patient's chart by mis- Canada year after year, and
take. So we can't really expect they'd come into your bedroom
them to get together and agree one night and peck you to death.
on what sleep is, can we? For the So your brain settles on a course
purposes of this article, we'll de- of continued edging and sweatfine sleep as the state you lapse ing, until the 4-year-old daughter
into right after Johnny Carson of an Accounts Payable clerk
finishes his monologue .and wanders up and says "Shoo,"
announces that his guests are and the ducks scuttle back to the
Charo, Erik Estrada and a man pond, at which time your brain
who has trained pigs to weave.
orders your mouth to issue what
is supposed to be a carefree
Whatever it is, steep is very im- laugh but what actually sounds
portant, because it gives your more like a goat retching. All this
brain a chance to rest. Your brain has taken less than six seconds.
gets terribly tired during the day
So you can see that after a full
because it is constantly telling
your other bodily parts what to day of this kind of frenzied activdo. To illustrate what a difficult ity, your brain needs to stop
job this is, let's look at all the working for a While, which
things your brain must do mere- means that unless you subscribe
ly to perform a simple, everyday to People magazine, you have to
function, such as fending off an sleep. How much sleep you need
attack by ducks at a company depends on how hard your job is.
For example, if you're the pilot of
picnic.
As the ducks approach, the a commerical airliner, you need
first thing your brain does is dis- plenty of sleep so you'll remempatch a signal to your armpits to ber to put the landing wheels
tell them to sweat. It then tells down, etc. But if you're the coyour feet to edge backward in a
Jilot, you need only about 20 mi·
non-duck-angering mannE:Jr, and nutes of sleep, because your
it tells your mouth to yell "Hey! only real responsibility is to
Who is responsible for these make sure you put on your hat so
ducks?" Meanwhile, your brain the little wings are in the front.
is making a series of lightning The vice president ofthe United
calculations. It considers telling States needs no sleep whatsoevyour feet to run, bot knows this er, which is why he is always
would not impress your boss. availaole to attend funerals in
When he's considering candi- obscure foreign countries.
dates for promotion to a chal·
Whatever amount of sleep you
lenging new positions, he is un- need, you should be sure to get
likely to be favorably disposed it, because otherwise your brain
toward a person who has a re- may stop functioning. This is
cord offleeing ducks. Your brain what happened to the recently
also considers telling your feet to expired 97th Congress, which
kick the head duck, but then stayed up way past its bedtime
you'd be marked for life. 1mean, for about a week and conseyou could invent a method for quently passed a budget with a
turning water into gasoline for deficit of truly lunatic proporfive cents a gallon, but every- tions, even by congressional
body in your company would standards. So unless you want to
still refer to you as "the guy who wind up behaving like the Con·
kicked the duck.'' Also, the re- gress, be sure to get your sleep.

AND
RELATED

SUBJ

continued from page 1
Earth Feb, 7-13.
The remaining portion, thought to
"It's all over," said Jim Holton, a
be the nuclear reactor that powered spokesman for the Federal
the sensitive radar and other e.lectro- Emergency Management Agency,
nics aboard the spy-in-the-sky, is which laid plans to cope with any
still webbling through the skies. radioactive debris that struck the
U.S. experts said the I 00-pound ato- ·United States.
mic pile and rehlted hardware · "We now have taken our several
weighing several hundred hundred people on standby off alert,
pounds - will likely come back to and the Department of Energy is

advising their Nucle:rr Emergency
Search Teams who have been on
standby in Las Vegas to unload their
special ain;;raft," he said.
The North American Aerospace
Defense Command had forecast earlier Sunday that the satellite would
re-enter the atmosphere at 5:22p.m.
EST. lt was a minute oti.

TEXTBOOK

MI!TH
CHEMISTRY

co~oP

IUIIIIESS

SEXUALITY
II!STORY
'\..BOOKS

Sold for More!
Bought for Less!

MWF 9:00·4:00
nh 9:00-J:oo

24·A SUB Basement

277-3701

Test-------------continued from page 1
Some advisement is done now on
the test scores, but will become
mandatory for the student, Winther
said.
The new testing is part of the state
Department of Education's "staff
accountability plan," he said.
The program was established to
upgrade teaching programs and
teachers' educational requirements.
The program involves this testing

before admission to a teacher education program, testing after graduation from a teacher education program and a review of a teacher's proficiency before granting tenure.
The college is now involved with
the first level of testing. The program's procedures ''were just passed
by the College of Education faculty" the week before school began,
Winther said,
The test will be given at 10 a.m.

Saturday in .Nortltrup Hall, Room
122. Students wishing to be admitted to the college in order to take
summer school courses must take
the test at this time if they have not
taken it already,
A review session will be given at 3
p.m. Friday in the Skills Center at
Zimmerman .Library.
People wanting to take the test do
not have to sign up prior to the testing date but must be screened at the
college.

Greek-------------------------continued from page 1
"We have more of a variety of
people coming inio the program,"
said Karen Lundquist, Delta Delta
Delta sorority president. "And because of this, a large variety of people are (>etng recruirea, wnich i.;
good,"
Morrow agreed and said that 80
percent of the girls in sororities work
part time or full time and pay their
own bills. Golden said the figure
was the same for fraternities,
"Students who come in and ask
me about fraternities are more con•
sumer-wise," he said. "They want
to know what they'll get for their
money."
Golden, who has visited hundreds
of different campuses and Greek
systems across the country, said because of bad incidents that happen
occasionally, many of the good
things the Greeks do are often overlooked.

Game--continuf3d from page 1
Fernandez warned that American
Multiple Industries, Inc., which
manufactures ·'Custer's Revenge,"
has now begun marketing nationwide a new series of x-rated cassettes, which she said probably were at
least as offensive to women.
"Custer's Revenge" featured a
character modeled after Gen.
George Custer, clad only in hat,
scarf and boots, which players
manueverthrough a cloud of Indian
arrows. If the player evades the
arrows, he can score points based on
the number of times he ravishes an
Indian maiden tied to a post
More than 20 local groups joined
in a nationwide protest in December
aimed at forcing the Californiabased company to withdraw the
game,
,
The council also announced its
full support of a bill proposed by
Rep. Judith Pratt, D-Bernalillo, to
abolish the death penalty in New
Mexico.
Heh.in Giron, another organizing
committee member, said capital
punishment in the United States con·
tinues to be a tool used against
minorities in times· of economic cri•
sis, and pointed to a recent murder
conviction of a Mexican national in
Texas as an example of the way
courts treat minorities accused of
capital crimes.
Giron said 20-year-old Ricllrdo
Aldape Guerra was sentenced to die
by lethal injection by a Houston jury
for the murder of a police officer,
despite evidence that showed
another man had actually committed
the crime. Giron quoted a national
news magazine which stated that
minoriiies ate more than twice as
likely to receive the death penalty in
murder cases involving the killing of
·.a
white.
~ 4,
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~
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"The whole system did about 40
projects last semester'" he said.
"They raised about $25,000 for
charities."
Golden did say although the cam-

pus attitude towards the Greeks is
not good, it is getting better.
"The attitude has changed and is
moving in a positive direction," he
said. "But right now, the system has
a neutral existence on campus."

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY
12 Month Certificate Program
Consider a challenging career in a rapidly growing specialty
of medicine which is experiencing a tremendous shortage of
qualified technologists.
Applicants must have a baccaulaureate degree or be a registered nurse, radiologic or medical technologist by entry
date.
For further information, contact: Program Director, Nuclear
Medicine Technology, Basic Medical Science Building B-05;
277-5254.

Application Deadline
for June, 1983 class:
January 31, 1983
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Dean Seeks
Instructors

Newsmal<ers

Skills Center
January 24, 1983-May 7, 1983
Mon-Thur 9am-7pm
Fri 9am-3pm
for students in:
English 100, 101, 102
Math 100, 120, 121, 123, 150,
162, 163, 180, 181
Social Science 100
Natural Science 100
(Call 277-4560 to make an appointment
for individual tutoring)

(UNMbrella workshops)
Tuesday Feb.1
Thursday Feb. 3
Monday Feb. 7
Tuesday Feb. 15

Time Management

10-llam
3-4pm
3-4pm
5-6pm

Wednesday Feb. 2
Friday Feb. 4
Wednesday Feb. 16
Monday Feb. 21
Tuesday Feb. 22
Wednesday Feb. 23

Test Taking

10-llam
2-3pm
5-6pm
10-llam
2-3pm
5-6pm

(No appointments needed for Study Skills workshops)

Weekly Study Groups
Math 100
Mondays 11-12
Tuesday 2-3
Wednesdays 2-3
Thursdays 4-5
Fridays

Math 120
Mondays 1-2
Tuesday 4-5
Thursdays 3-4

Math 121

Math 150

Thursdays 2-3

Mondays 2-3
Thursdays 3-4
Math 181

Math 163
Tuesdays 3-4
Wednesdays 3-4

Mondays 3-4
Tuesdays 3-4
Wednesdays 2-3

Topic for the
week of 1-24-83
Developing a thesis

CST
Thursdays 5-6pm

(Each week through 4-12-83)

Veronica L. Baca and Catherine A. Sanchez have both been awarded
one-year fellowships for graduate study in public administration by the
Hispanic Field Service Program at UNM.
Both women were selected on the basis of their academic backgrounds and
their commitment to service in the public sector and the Hispanic community.
The service program is committed to increasing Hispanic participation in
the public sector and seeks to provide highly qualified professional preparation through graduate study in public administration.

Teachers Learn Precision
By Karen Christensen

The special education department
at the University of New Mexico has
been training certified special
education teachers how to scientifically measure learning in handicapped people. Its basic belief is that '
learning can be predicted and measured.

Practice Writing

·'

.

Lolache leaaao wlif meet at7 p.m. today al the
Podiatric Care BuildiiiJ! 118 Dartmouth S.E. Topic
thls week will he the advantages of breast feedln1.
More information Is available ftomShellyTempko at
299·8640.

Tuesday's Events
(Beginning 2-4-83

Social Science/Natural Science 100

.,i

T'oday's Events

The teacher then sets a goal for the
student to achieve. "Usually, it is
set about 20 percent to 2S percent
above. All the data is recorded on
charts called semi-logarithmic
graphs," Van Etten said.
The students are shown their individual graphs so they can see what
their concrete goal is. ''They know
that to achie.ve their goal they need to
accomplish say, five more math
problems or five Writing symbols,"
he said.
Usually, instruction takes about

15 minutes in math and about 20
minutesfot reading. The learning
during this period is immediately
tested with a one-minute exam. The
results are then recorded. Every response is measured. in that tme minute arid recorded.

''The programs ate gone over evldday at the Newman Center, 181! LasLom.asN.t!,
ery
three days and can be adjusted if
'
A Grooip for Wo11e1 who ore pr... ntly dealin1 the . student is not achieving his
-~jt_}j an .unplanned pre,nailcy or whO have ~ealt Wilh
one in the pas; will meet from71o9p.m. today at the goal," he said. "This prevents frusUNM Women's center. NO charae and no tration arid ensures continuous reregistration iS ·neci!Ui.ty,
sults.

Spelling
Fridays 1-2

non~profit orranl~tloru. Forms for Lip Snvl~ can
be picked up In Marron Ho/1, room IJS and murt be
turntd In by2 p.m. tho doy prior to publlcutlon.

"Basically, precision teaching is
the application of scientific principles to decision making to measure
learning," explained Dr. Van Etten,
UNM associate Professor of special
education.
The first step is to collect data for
three days to find out what level the
student is presently at.

The S1nduary Gro1p; for o.lcohollcs only, will
have a dosed study and diSctis~!on_ meeting at 8 p.m.

Writing Lab
Thursdays 12-4
Fridays 12-3

Registration for Community College courses will continue through
the end of January.

Dr. Carroll J. Schwartz has been hired as a visiting professor by UNM's
geography department.
Schwartz will teach classes in political geography, the geography of the
Soviet Union and human geography. He said his specialty is Latin America,
with an emphasis on Mexico and Andean-America, which is Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and Chile.

Annountmten/1 irJ Lip &rvl~ 'Will bt run tilt day
btlore l~e tWirl and~~~ day of tht t~nl on a spai:r_
ovollobl• basis. Lip ~rvlco Is availob/t to all UNM

English 101/102

One of the new courses this
semester is "New Mexico Dance."
Trujillo said he is proud of this
course because it is ''a unique
course we've developed here." It combines the flavor of Spain and
New Mexico, he said.

ANTQN/0 GOMEZ

An unheralded revolution in special education has been subtly developing for the past seven years in
the New Mexico school system. It is
called precision teaching.

Topic for "the
week of 1-24-83:
Fragments

In addition to the classes on campus, the Community College is
offering courses in Bernalillo for the
first time. Trujillo said enrollment
for those cours~::s is slow right now,
but it may be too early to make a
judgment. This is the first time the
Community College has offered
courses off campus, he said.
Trujillo said he is always looking
for instructors.

Antonio Gomez was named
assistant dean of the UNM Office of
Graduate Studies earlier this month.
Gomez has worked at UNM since
1966 and bas been with the Office of
Graduate Studies since 1978, most
recently as an assistantto the dean.
Gomez will be initiating and
directing. new projects and representing the Office of Graduate Studies.

English 100
Mondays 2-3
Tuesdays 2-3
Wednesdays 3-4

Overall enrollment for the Community College is up more than 300
over enrollment at the same time .last
spring, Trujillo said.

John C. Podlesny wiii receive a
$500 grant from a 1983 undergraduate fellowship given by the Alpha
Tau Omega Foundation.
Podlesny, a junior majoring in
chemical engineering at UNM, will
.use the grant to research, develop,
test, install and evaluate a solar collection and storage system.

Study Skills
Notetaking

He said there is a waiting list to
enroll in the college's computer
courses.

UNM debate team members, Denise Maes and Donna Wilson, took first
place in the Alan Nichols National Forensics Tournament, held at the
University of Southern California.
·

Individual Tutoring

W-ri and RellaJ~O, a suppori lfOUpo Will hold on
.. ploralory mtetlns for women lntereoted In religion
at 4 p.m. Tuesday at the U.C,M. Center, 18QI Las
lomas N.E. Led.by Alic:esr.,fleld.
An Anbk. Clw will be olfer<d lhlnemester altho

(Study Groups to be announced in class)

International Center. More lnfonnatlon Is ayaifable
frQIIIthe International Center or tram Moham<d All
at842·6197.

Skills Center Services are Free of charge
To all UNM Students

A Spooloh Con.tnatfon CIIM, (at tra~ct and
business situations, wiU bt otlmd at 7 p.m. Mondays

' ..

beginning Feb, 7 at the lnternntlonal Center; 180!
Los L.·otna!j NE,. Mote infotmntlon Is a~aiiBble from
E!icarfui Abella at 266·9943 '" the lntornatlonnl
Center d! 277•2946.

"If there iire still problems, we
ask the students what we can do to
help them learn.
. "A classic response is the one a
bttle 9-yeat-old gave to a teacher a
couple of years ago. The girl was
having ttouble writing the alphabet
and when asked what we should do,
the girl responded, 'You should let
me use a black ball-point pen be·
cause everyone knows they work
faster than the blue ones.'"
~·

.

···
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LOBO SPECIAL
. TopDot
Frtn

Computer courses offered
through the University of New Mexico Community College are filling
almost as fast as they are added to the
schedule, Dean Rupert Trujillo said,

Twelve University of New Mexico journalism students have been awarded
scholarships for the 1982-83 academic year.
Barbal'a Sheely received the Carolyn Hunsley Memorial Scholarship.
Eleven students were awarded Scripps-Howard Scholarships.
The students are Lynn St. Georges, Craig Chrissinger, Wendy Lloyd,
Len Olson, Robert Sanchez, Donna Jones, Hugh Maloney, Don Sattler,
Kathy Lewis, David Stein and Joan .Padilla.

3rd Floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

TOP
DOG
ClfiCAIIO
HOT DOU

-$1.88

Drink
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Now you can wear soft
contact lenses without
sacrificing comfort.

Sandia Vision Clinic P. C.
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux and Dr. Robert H. Quick
(Optometrists)

By Appointment Only
1020-A Eubank NE
298-2020

4302 Centrcl Ave. SE
268-2200
if no answer call

298-2020

Contradiction?
... not according to the members of the Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights who held a convocation in
celebration of choice in a local church this weekend.

Women Aid Women
By Joan Padilla

appropriate for her;'' White said.
The support group will meet
Monday nights through Feb. 28.
The six-week format was chosen to
give the women time to make decisions involving their pregnancies.
These decisions often cannot be
made after one meeting, White said.
Sessions are not restticted to single women or to University students
and staff. Married women are in·
vited to attend as are men who are
involved in making decisions regarding an unplanned pregnancy.
More information is available
from the Women's Center at 2773716.

An Unplanned Pregnancy Support Group will hold its first of six
sessions from 7 to 9 p.m. today at the
University of New Mexico
Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas
Ave. NE.
The group is new to the center and
open to women who are dealing with
or who have had an unplanned pregnancy,
"There is no such support group
that we know of in Albuquerque,"
said Landra White, a Women's Center counselor. "Most of the support
groups that have been offered have
been related to a specific solution,
such as abortion or adoption," she
said.
Bonnie Musselman, who has a
master's in social work and counsels
at Chapparal Home and Adoption
Services, will lead the sessions.
Among planned discussion ·topics
are building supportive services during a pregnancy such as family or
friends; available alternatives and
the decision making process; and
dealing with anger and guilt, which
may result from an unplanned pregnancy.
"The approach we'll be taking
wiii be open to all options. We want
to let the woman look at h~r belief
system; her Values, her life~tyle and
then to make the decisiori that is

I
I
1

I1
I
I

I

II
I

And, for a limited time, we'll give you a Totally Free T-shirt at no charge just for opening ail Albuquerque
Federal checking account. Simply present your UNM student ID when you come in to open your account
with $100 or more.
We also have interest earning checking account plans for you to choose from. Overdraft protection's available
too.
Plus you can get cash from your checking account day or night with Passcard Teller located at Albuquerque
Federal offices in Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, Santa Fe, Las Cruces and Fannington.
Convenience and economy, Everything you need from a checking account. Open your account today at the
East CentraJ Office of Albuquerque Federal 4901 Central NE and pick up your totally Free T-shirt.

N•w M•xico Union

Food Service

Lunch Time On A Dudget

I

HARRY'S PLACE

1
I

Only Albuquerque Federal offers Totally Free Checking. It's the checking account for people who like to
keep things simJ>le and hassle-free. There's no minimum balance requirement, no monthly service fee and no
per check charge.

GOODI

......._________.,
i
I
I
I

There's A Totally Free T -shirt
Waiting for You at Albuquerque Federal!

W• Car•

8am•8pm

I
I
I
Bagel with Lox 1
& Cream Cheese, 1
Onion, Tom•to
2.49
J
I
I
FREE
yand 1
Posters
thru 1·28 I
I

Grilled· Cheese • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 794:
Fish Sandwich .................. ·• •• -· •
e :"; !1- .29
Larg·e Deli Sa-nelwlch •••-.- • ~ = ;,. -. • • • • • • -· • • .. • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -S 1 •95
V.. lb. Charbroiled Hamburger ••••••••••••••••.••.••.•••••.•••••• ~ $1.35
1/4- .lb·.. Pafty' ,Melt•••••• .- ••••••••••• ·• • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • •••.••••• -. • • • • • • • $1-.49
French Fries ••••• ,••• -•• -. •••• -• •.••••.•••••••••••.•••-• • • • • • • • .• • • • • . . _.4 9- ¢
il • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • _.
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Arts

Focus
Art, Mechanics Merge
IN Auto Sho
Story By Eddie Tafoya
Photographs By Joe Cavaretta

Pe~r Group .$uppol1

$cclol Aatylllcu
Tlllorlng • AtMca
lmrruac;~r's

File
Pol%:o1 C:lour
lotJng~ & 5!1.1dy Area
AdVotol:)' Gtoup
Edu~c!lonol Gronr~

MQUi [lox 91. 5UD • C"mpUI
Offlc~:: Room 24·C SUD Dosemenr

Lourrge• Flrcploco P.oom SUn tlc:m~menl
Office hovn- M W F 9·11om T lh 9•2

Phono:

STUDENT

277·~~42

TR~UEL

CEHTER

presents:

Excil'ing Trips for '83
.fan 27-:JO
Dzmwgo Snowdmm
FdJ 12-14
1hos Ski Ba.>h
Feb 19·20
Monument Trip South
Feh 25-28
Ski Enclmnted 11'iungle
(Bed Bivcr, Angd Fire, Taos)

March 12-20

THE CHIEFTANS will perform in Popejoy Hall this Sunday. They w~/1 perform
their
""'
.
robust brand of traditional Irish music starting at 8:15 p.m.

... ___

Sprin{!, Break Fer;erSki the Summit or

Irish Music Makes for
Early St. Patrick's Day

Mazatlan!
April 2-.'3
April 9-10
r\ptil16-17
1\pril 28-.\lay 2

Alonument Trip North
Wild 1Vt!ter Baiting# 1
Wild Water Rfting # 2
Pre-finaL~ Partv

Cull 277-2336 or
come visit office
:24B SUB Bm;ement near the Gc1nu•s :-\reu.

• . 8 . 11
Pop8J0Y
8

Saint Patrick's Day will be six
weeks early this year as the
Chieftains present their brand of
Irish traditional music in Popejoy
Hall Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
Playing Irish music in guises
ranging from ancient reels to
wedding serenades of the Gear·
gian era. the Chieftains utilize
traditional instruments, includ.
ing two fiddles, a flute, harp.

WHEREALLTHE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Sunday January 30- 8:15PM
Columbia Artists Festivals prese1Jts

•

bodhran (a single-headed drum)
and uillian pipes (a wind instrument much like a bagpipe),
In their 17-year career, the sixman group has played for the
pope in Dublin and for the audi·
ence of Saturday Night Live.
They have won art Oscar for
their score of the film Bcm)• Lyn·
don, and have collaborated with
recording a,rtists Eric Clapton,

Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Outlets

Buy or Renew
your UNM Student Health Insurance

Now!
You may buy or renew your UNM
. Student Health Insurance during
the official enrollment period:
January 17 through February 7

Deadline: February 7
Enroll at:
"I've gone to great extremes to
keep this Cobra as close to original
material as possible,'' he said.
"This is a very sexy car," he said.
"There's not a straight line on it. It's
like a buxom woman."
Lamkin is not only at the Winston
show to show his car off. He is also
looking for somebody with $47,750
who shares his affection for the 1967
Cobra.
Frank Trujillo, who works for the

New Mexico Department of Corrections, collects Plymouths in his
spare time. Currently, Trujillo owns
three such cars and said sooner or
later he would like to get his hands
on another.
"But this one is my pride and
joy," Trujillo said as he stood next
to his root beer-colored 1948 Plymouth. ''I like Plymouths because
they are built for durability," he
said.

''Texas'' Comes to City
In Search of Talented
Actors, Technical Crew
In Palo Duro State Park, I 2 miles
east of Canyon Tex.as, the musical
drama ."Texas" unfolds against a
striking backdrop of 600·foot canyon walls that rise above the natural amphitheater at the bottom of the
canyon.
1983 begins the 18th season for
this production, and its directors will
be at UNM on Feb. 6 to audition
prospective company members.
Written in 1960 by Paul Green,
the story tells of the early days of the
area in music, dance and drama.
Since the initial production, the play
has been seen by more than L3 mil·
lion people.
The cast involves 80 dancers,
musicians, actors and horseback rid·
ers, all backed by 60 stage personnel.
The directors will be looking for
singers in all voice ranges. Music
perfomted should be either an aria or
a selection. from any musical, but no
pop or rock please.

Tickets: $12,$10, $7
ASuNM I GSA Students Only 1h Price
Teiephune 277-3121 fo!' ll!formation

Van Morrison. Art Garfunkel
and James Galway, among
others.
The Chieftains' versatility,
professionalism and ability to irn·
provise have earned them a rcpu·
tation as the foremost interpreters
of Irish folk. music.
For ticket infornlation. call the
Popejoy Hall ticket office at 2773121.

Jim Casados' Ford was part of the
scene at the Winston Championship
Auto Show, held at the Albuquerque
Convention Center this weekend.
The Winston show was a world in
which the artist and mechanic
merged and - as indicated by the
long wisps of fur flowing out of an
air cleaner, or a diamond·tuck up·
hostered radiator - there were vir·
tually no limits.
On the floor under Casados' car
were mirrors by which the passers·
by could see the sparkling engine of
the 1934 Ford sedan. The body of
the car was candy-apple red,
polished to perfection so that the reflections from the lights overhead
went &!reaming around the fenders
and hood. A picture of Marilyn
Monroe on the floor, next to the
Ford, added to the mood.
A blue 1972 Thunderbird sat in
the main lobby, and ribbons 'of
iridescent air·brushing stretched
across its body. In the trunk, in the
glamour of plush velour and next to
the niches for oil, water and gas
cans, sat a crystal brandy decanter
and six shot glasses.
The selection of cars also included Volkswagens, panel trucks,
low-riders and even pedal·powered
kiddy-cars. Each body was buffed
and polished as if coated in glass.
Tim Lamkin, owner of a vintage
1967 Shelby Cobra that he built
from a kit, said he found the amount
of work that went into this car show
extremely attractive.
Lamkin said that since he started
building his ear last May he had put
close to 1,000 hours ofwork into his
Cobra.

Actors should prepare a memorized scene, not to exceed three minutes. Since the production docs not
use microphones, strong, projecting
voices - in other words, "outdoor
voices" will be sought.
Dancers should bring appropriate
workout clothing. Fonnally trained
dancers are needed, but others will
be used in folk dance sequences.
Two violins, a double bass, banjo, guitar and accordian are the
needed instruments. Violin players
must have concert training.
Technicians will be interviewed
personally and should bring a profile
of past accomplishments in the thea·
ter to the auditions.
All those auditioning should bring
a recent photo, address and phone
number to Rodey Theater on Febru,
ary 6 between noon to 3:30 p.m.
Dancers will be auditioned at 2:30
p.m.
For more information write to
TEXAS, Box 268, Canyon, Texas
79015, or call (806) 655-2181.

Beginning of February Deadline
For Tucson Arts, Crafts Fair
Applications are available for the West Pasco Redondo, Tucson, Ariz.
33rd Annual Tucson Festival arts 85705; (602) 622·6911 or 792·
and crafts fair. The fail'is April9 and 0377. The fairfee is $75.
10 in Reid Park, Tucson. All profes·
sional artists and craftspersons in
This is the oldest and finest arts
recognized media are welcome to and crafts fair in southern Arizona,
apply. . . ,
, . .
and draws on a metropolitan area of
The appltcnt1o~ deadline 1s .Feb. more than 500,000. This year it is
I. lntere.stcd parties ~hould w.r1tc or part uf the Intcr·Anwrican Arts/ Arts
,qa,l-t 'li1C. lJ.l~~tllJ .F~~tJY.~l..$Q~ 1~tY.:, t., .!?. J~~ .~'IF~ ,PlP~f~'t\ '· '· ,.:, , •• , , ,_i

1) UNM Cashier's Office (through Feb. 4)
2) Student Health Center (MWJi' l-3pm)
3) Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania NE Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110
884·68i'7
Better benefit plan
must be purchased at the Student
Health Center or the agent's office.

Grand Opening!
The All New

FOOD
BAZAAR
(top} Audrey Landers of Dallss and Playboy fame poses
by one of the many cars at
the show. (above} Pete Padilla shows off some of the
trophies his Show Down has
won. (below} Detail from
Pete's Clif - etched glass and
pearl paint.

First Floor
New Mexico Union
- featuring -

The Snack Rack
The Squeeze Play
The Beverage Bar
The Fruit Stand
The Corner Pocket
Nature's Snacks
The Big Dipper
The Kookie Korner
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Sports

Notice

Lobos Find
Trip Costly

Deadline for Accepting
Residency Petitions for
the Spring 1983 Semester
is February 4, 1983

By Robin Anderson

The J~st 25 minutes of the basketball game between the University of
No Petitions Will Be
New MeJ<ico Lobos and host te<lm
University ofTexas-EJ Paso Miners
Accepted After that Date
Saturday night was a nightmare for
the visiting Wolfpack.
The Lobos lost the game, 65-54,
and lost starting point guard Phil
Smith for the season with a broken
foot. The Lobos are now 11-5 on the
year and 3-1 in the Western Athletic
Conference. UTEP is 12-4 and 4-0.
The Lobos controlled the first
half, as they led 34-24 at halftime.
But, without Smith, who suffered
his injury right before the end of the
first 20 minutes, UNM couldn't run
its normal motion offense. The
r---WithThisCoupon-Cffi---------1 UNM defense also broke down in
the second half, which allowed the
THURSDAY JANUARY 27, 1983 8am-4pm
Miners to outscore the Lobos 41-20.
I
GET 50 Tokens for $5.00
1
UNM, which only got 13 points
from the bench, had only two playL
---------------------lwith this c~uponl
. h h'
I
With this
ers in double figures. Center George
I
Buy $1.00
Wit t IS
coupon
I Scott led the Lobos with 14 points,
worth .of tokens 1
1 while Michael Johnson chipped in. coupon . . 1 Wasli-Dry
Fold
I 10. UNM will be on the road neJ<t
I Get $1.00 worth p_ry CleanmQj
I, of FREE tokens. I IS $1.00 lb. I
.50¢ lb.
I weekend as it makes the dangerous
I 1 coupon oor cuotomer I
I
I Utah swing to battle Utah and
1
E•plres 2-3-83
1
e.plres 2-3-83
I
E•plres 2·3-83
. I
Brigham Young.
...

'I IDEO
ES
I

I

l

I
l

-------------------------- ______ _
AAA Coin LAundry & Dry cr..nlng
2723 S.n Motoo Blvd. NE

UCL

1 coupon
per day

.

2626CentraiSE
Ph. 265·9916

·' lllttlllllllltllllllrrrrrllltllltlllllllll irrllllllllrr.tlllllrrrrrrnlllilrrrllmrnlllllllrrrlmillttllmllltlllllllrrrrr!!

I

Trivia
BIG LOSS: Lobo point guard Phil Smith suffered a broken foot
during the Lobo's 65-54 loss to Texas-EI Paso in El Paso.
Smith, shown here bringing the ball down court against
Southern Colorado in an game earlier this year, has been the
floor general for the team for the past two seasons.

I

Now

BYU, UTEP Tied, as
WAC Race Unfolds

Available!
$1 for a complete listing of UNM students, and
~ University Departments Available at the UNM ~
Bookstore and the Information Center in the SUB.

I
iii

i

I
i

Call Student Activities at
277-4706 for more information

i

s
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GRAND OPENING

TODAY

------

J}

tf

What restaurant
in town has
reasonable prices,
daily luncheon
specials, unique
nightly
entertainment, all
in a friendly
neighborhood
atmosphere, and
has been in the
same location
since 1964?

==
-

----

.....,_

In the Subway Station - Lower Level Sub

q- MUNCHIES·'
q - SWEET ROLLS
q - BEVERAGES
FEATURED VIEWING
SOAP OPERAS . THE MOVIE CHANNEL
'SAtURDAY NITE LIVE' SPORTS CHANNEL
NEWS MUSIC TELEVISION - MTV.

(UPI) - There was little doubt.
the .loss of injured starting point
guard Phil Smith figured to some
degree in the University of New
Mexico's 65-54 Western Athletic
Conference loss to Texas-EI .Paso,
but the Miners aren'tthe team to talk
to about injuries.
·
UTEP, tied with Brigham Young
for the league lead after collecting a
sevenlli straight win Saturday, has
been playing without its two top
scorers since December, when Fred
Reynolds and Juden Smith suffered
injuries that put them out for the
season.
The Miners, now 4-0 in the WAC
and 12-4 on the year, probably
would resist the suggestion that
Smith's absence in the second half
was responsible for New Mexico
giving up a 34-24 halftime lead and
losing Saturday's game.
Nevertheless, a scoring burst that
put UTEP ahead came on the heels
of Smith's injury- a broken left
foot, suffered just before halftime,
that will probably put him out for the
season.
"I think that psychologically and
physically, it affected us a little
bit, •' Lobos Coach Gary Colson said
of Smith's injury. "Phil does an awful lot for us and not having hitn
creates problems."
"Whenever you lose your point
guard, it hurts,'' added Nelson
Franse, who replaced Smith in the
Lobo lineup.
The loss left New Mexico's

league record at 3-1 for third place in
the WAC. The Lobos, who beat Air
Force, 89-76, a week ago for their
third WAC win, are 11-5 overall.
While UTEP was maintaining its
streak in Texas, Brigham Young
was collecting a second win on the
road - an 82-64 defeat of Wyoming, which lost 59-54 to UTEP ear.Iier in the week.
The Cougars, 4-0 in the league
and 8-9 overall, beat Colorado State
77-63 Thursday to open the.ir road
trip. A win at Air Force Monday
would put them in a contest against
UTEP next Thursday for sole possession of the WAC lead.
"We're in good shape," BYU
Coach Frank Arnold said after his
team downed Wyoming.
Cowboys Coach Jim Branden·
burg said his team, tied with Air
Force and CSU for sixth in the WAC
with a 1-3 league record and a 9-8
mark overall, ''had too few players
playing too tnuch time" in Satur·
day's contest.
Wyoming, the third WAC team to
lose at hotne, is awaiting llie return
of ailing Anthony Johnson and the
full recovery of Anthony Smith and
Jim Renner after lengthy absences.
"But you have to give BYU credit," Brandenburg said. ''They passed well and shot well,"
Wyoming's only league win was
a 65-49 victory over Utah on
·
Thursday.

hard and don't rest up for meets," he
said.
BYU Coach Tim Powers said his
swimmers didn.'tdo as well as he had
expected. "We established

The University of New MeJ<ico
men and women's swim teams, despite individual victories, didn't
manage a victory in a double-dual
meet Friday night against Brigham
Young· University at Johnson Pool.
BYU's men's team took the competition with a score of 68-43. The
BYU women beat out UNM 65-47.
"lhe girls swam really well, but
the guys wer;e spotty,'' UNM Coach
Bill Spahn said.
UNM's 200 medley relay team of
Linda Aid, Bobbi Clemens', Janine
Owens and Deb Reutter took first
with a school record time of 1:50.
Another school record was broken in
the women's 400 free relay.
''Several girls had their best times
ever," Spahn said.
UNM had a good showing in the
men's diving competion, as Kurt
Burgeson took first place in both the
one- and three-meter competitions
and qualified for the Nationai·Collegiate Athletic Conference. UNM's
Mitch Constant took second in. both
events.
In women's diving competition,
Lobo Tracy Weyant placed second
in the one-meter and third in the
three-meter.
The UNM women placed in the
top three in every contest except the
200 freestyle. Clemens took second
in the 1000 freestyle. Reutter took
first and Kathy Culpepper third in
the 50 freestyle. Kathy Dixon placed
first in the 200 I.M. and first in the
100 fly and teammate Michelle Lef·
fingwell was third. Aid was first in
the 100 backstroke. Becky Culpep·
per placed third in the 500 freestyle,
and in the 100 breaststroke, Cie·
mens came in first and Kathy Culpepper third.
"The men's competition was a
different fonnat than usual," Spahn
said. "Several of the events are
championship events."
UNM placed several men, as Gordy Westerberg took third in the 1650
freestyle, Hakan Jonsson placed
third in the 50 freestyle and first in
the 500 freestyle. Mike Volk carne
in second in the the 400 individual
medley, while Gene Dafoe took
third in the 100 fly, Greg Jaeger took
third in the I 00 freestyle and Mark
Zapatka third in the backstroke. Van
Hoffman was second and Dave
Kohli third in the 100 breaststroke
event. Jonsson, Volk, Westerberg
and Jaeger placed first in the 800
freestyle relay.
"The guys had a few bad swims
but l was pleased overall," Spahn
said.
Spahn said the swimmers were
tired because of training. •'We train

~

~~

.

2114 Central SE
Just across the street from UNM
This coupon good
tliru 1·31-83
Mon_- Sat 11-9
Sun 11 -8
'---------------~----------~----~--·

TEACHERS ...

You're Needed
AIIOverthe
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why they teach Special
Education or Math/Science in Africa... Ask other
volunteers why they work as Primaty Educators in
Latin America. They'll probably say they want to help
people, use their skills, travel, learn a new language, and
gain valuable career experience. Ask them ,why Peace
Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love.

Recruiters on Campus
Tues. -Thurs., Feb. 1-3
SENIORS/GRADS: sign up now
for an interview: PLACEMENT OFFICE
Visit the INFORMATION BOOTH STUDENT UNION
SPLASH: UNM's Tracy Weyant shows her style in one of the
dives that helped her win third place in the three meter and
second in the one meter diving competition at Johnson Pool
this weekend.

,f.
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268-6547

Ask About
Our Weekly Specials
.

~ftirti•lntutuii'tirliiit rttlllltn-trriTrtn

1111

-Now open oil ~nday•
Falr Plan Shopping Center
lllmll 111d Sin Pldro 2fill.6706

The University of New Mexico
volleyball staff has been hard at
work for the past three tnonths recruiting for next year's squad, and
the effort seems to be paying off.
Several recruits are visiting this
week, and others are scheduled for

the coming weeks. The Lobos plan
to bring in five scholarship athletes
to go along with the return of AllConference outside hitter Kitn
Hicks, who sat out the 19&2 season.
The letter of interlt signing date is
Feb. 9, 1983.

PEACE CORPS

GOODI

'I~i

N•w M•xico Union

~

106 Vassar, SE ~

·-

I'

~'

CAMPUS
BICYCLE

Try a cup of our NEW
San Francisco Style
Soups

Only at

~rltlji_!I!IIII!!IJ~IJ~II.IIIIII!_•II•II•I.!!'L.!I~I!.II !.!.!!.!.!.!.1.!!.!111!1~

~~~cA
~j

Sandwiches and More!

''FREE''

I';

Food S&'rvictP

!

~

~~

rtirtutntnt~~

Good Morning On A Budget

Gameworld...
Monday Special

W• Car•

5 Games
for $1.00

Coke D.oughnuts •••••••••.••-......................................... 204

all day long

Raised Doughnuts ••••••••••••.••• -. -· ............................. '• -· 25¢
3 Egg Omelette ••••••••••••.••.•••••••••.••••••-• • . • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • 994

featuring

Volleyball Recruiting Gets Started

ourselves at the first of the meet but
dogged off at the end,'' he said.
"We didn't know anything about
UNM except that they had good diving," Powers said.

Joust Subroc In 3D
and 28 more Games

Huevos Rancheros •• -. ................ -••.••.•••• -• •••••••••••.•••••.• S1.50

Garneworld 247-4120
9am-11pm

.1~

Acro11 from IJNM

nelllto !Jon Pancho'•

•

.'

I'

~~·~

•

...........

~

'
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Medlc&l, legal, Reasanabl~. Helen 299-~JSI.
211
HOME TYPING/Ji:DIUNG· service.
Retire\~
professor. Grammar, spelling, ~9nfidcntial(ty
guar11nteed, 29Z-3431,
1/28
TYPL'iT, QN CAMPUS. Sense of humpr. Some
genius, 242-3093,
1/31
A·l TYfiS'I', TEIIM papen, resumes. 299-8970.

1. Personals

$800, Must sell. Best offer over $300. 881·1668. 1/26
1976 MNAULT, ONE owner, Excellent condition,
good tires, good battery AM.FM radio, luggage
rack, 35 mpg. $1SOO, Call Bobbie 277-5141,
11:1.4
1971 SIX-CYLINDER Maverick. New tires, rc:upholstered, .~?SO/best offer, .Ann 292-0310, 2775161,
1/:!4
=::-::--::-:-==~::-::-::-:-::-c~:=,...,..,,..-.....::11:...::3~1 TI·59 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR with
WILl, BABYSI.T YOUR child MWF f\111 or p~rt- PC-100 prilllCr. Extra paper, mag carlis ~nd more.
time. Fenced yar:.l, nice neighborhood, One mile f1 om $3~0, will consider selling separate, Phone 2?3-6407,
.
1/2S ask for Ron,
1/24
UNM. :1.62-0S?I.
24110URTYPINGservicc.88Hl6:1.8.
2/1 ALMOST NEW FLAMENCO shoes, size 7, 2421/24
GUI'J'AR LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching, 8933.
J ohll Mitchel! 268-0496.
1/:1.8 1981 KAWASAKI 550 LTO. Excellent condition,
- 2,600 miles w/some e11.tras, $1950. 881-?861,
1/28

MORE. DELICIOUS VARIF;TIF:.S of fudge at the
Mixed Bag. 121 Yale SE, V~ block ~outll of Central.
1!28
DURANGO SNOWDQWN. SKI the hottest slopes In
Colorado Jan. 27·3!.>, Cnll Student Travel Center 277-

1ns

2D~

tiOI\fF,-MADE MEATLOAt' - aU you can eat.
$3.95 11fter S p.m. With real mashed potatoes, IJqmemnde gravy and famous Morning Glory cole slaw.
1ns
Morning Glory Cafe, 2933 Monte Vista NE.
SPRING BREAK IN New York! Jan. 28th deadline,
Earn up to three credit hours in Fine Arts (T,A. 290002 (4115)), Shows, tours, seminars, 292-7195, 277·
4332.
1/28
ST\Jm:NT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED1n 35 community agencies. Gain satisfaction of service and
vuluuble exper!ence. Cnll247-0497 or2S6-1663. 3/4
TOP WOMEN'S SOCCI\R team wants dependable,
knowledgeable conch. 265-1470, please keep trying.
1/26
GREEN CIIILI SOUR cream buuitos- all you can
eat. $3.95 after 5 p.m. Flour tortillas filled with
beans, sour cream, Las Cruces chili strips, smothered
In green chill sauce and topped wilh a salad. Morning
Olory Cafe, :1.933 Mome Vista NE.
1/28
WORK-STUUY S1'UD•:NTS seeking employment
for Spring semester. Please apply at Food Service
1/28
Office at SWdent Union Building.
011, POPCORN, SIX flavprs now at the Mbc.ed Bag.
121 YaleSB, V. block south of Central,
1128
WEIGIIT-EA1'1NG PRODJ,EMS, Individual/Group
programs. Free information, interview: Dr. Lawrence
Good live, 110 Vassar SE, 256-1 5S3,
l/24
PR.;GNANCY Tt:STING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISJIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTU'ICATION PHOTOS, Fast,
inexpensive, pleasing. J..owest prices In town I Two for
SS, Four for $7, Ncar UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
SE, on the corner of Silver and Wellesley, or cnll26513:1.3.
tfn
GOT lliSTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. S54.50 (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con:
traceptioil, sterJiization, abortioil. Right To Choose,
294..0171.
tfn

4. Housing

ROOMMATE WANTED: MATURE., financially
responsible student to shore tWo-bedroom apt.
$lOS/month plus utilities, IV. miles from UNM.
Pool, patio, privacy, perfectl Todd, 2~5-9655 before
10 a.m., after9 p.m.
1/25
J{QOMMATE WANTEn. 5120 month plus \1
utilities. Near the stadium. 242·1036.
1/24
ONE DR $230. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Four blocks to UNM, 8426170.
1/31
•. REE I{ENT TO ROOMMATI\ possible, in ex·
change for minor help. Bernalillo, NM ~ IS minutes
from campus. 867-4476, 867-2221.
1/28
FOR MNT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, S220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities pnld, $125 security dep()slt. Fully
furnished·security locks and laundry facilities, No
chll!lren or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
tfn
evening, 266-8392,
ROOMMATE NEEDED. TWO-bedroom apartment. $15Simo plus electricity. On bus route to
UNM. Caii884-86S3 after 6 p.m.
l/2S
TilE CITADEL-SUPI\RB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 UniversityNE, 243-2494. tfn

w•:

6. Employment
RUNNERS, WRESTLERS, ATHL£l'ES: Exciling
sideline opportunity hei1Jing us market a product
proven to help athletic performance, Earn $500-$700
J/24
eMra per month. 292-3431.
CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Great income potentia!. All
occupations, For information, call li02-998-0426, ext.
924.
1/:1.4
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE In c.reative personal sales, marketing and finance in Northwestern
Mutual Life's College Internship Program, Earn $10$12/hour working flexible part-time. Call Jill at883S31i0 for more information.
11:1.5
JOB INTERVIEWS7 BE prepared! New handbook
contains hundreds of questions, answers, hints and
tips to improve your chances, Moneyback guarantee.
Send $6.95 to Job Interview Handbook, Drawer
1/27
381L, Box 16042, Albuquerque, NM 87191.
MEN AND WOMEN needed to sell Imported
Moroccan ·teather goods, shir\s, dresses. Also high-

S. ForSale
70 VOLVO RUNS great, 32 mpg, $650 or best offer.
Call299-6428. Call between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 112S
UNIVERSITY !.>REA: CHARMING, Immaculate
home. Ideal for professional. Two bedrooms, two
both, living room, den, two fireplaces, $78,900. 255·
1/21
1536.
1974 VESPA 150-supcr motorscooter, 91~ miles,
$700 firm. Koren 898-1691.
1/25
DATSUN B210, 1974. Reliable trlmsportntion, but
needs body work. Call after S p.m. weekdays. :1.435206.
1/26
TREASURES 'N PLEASUIU!:S, 1517 Eubank NE,
292-7722. New idea in new and used furniture,
pleasant atmosphere. 15% 'discount on all items to
UNM students with ID and ad. Free delivery over
$SO. Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30, Sat 9:3()..3:00. Visa and
1/25
Master Charge.
DELUXE KINGSIZE WATERBED. loaded. Retail

2. Lost & Found
FOUNIJ: LAIJY'S WATCH. Identify. Pat 877-5567,
1/26
REWARD FOR BLACK trifold wallet lost Jan. 19.
Call Richord864-7J31.
1/27
FOUND: CALCULATOR DURING finals week last
semester. Describe and claim at 131 Marron Hall.
1/27
LOST: CHOKE CHAIN with tags near SUB, Belongs
to plump, talless dog. Coll243-7539.
1/24
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions ot CampUs Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Services
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Thesis, disscrto\lons, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
1128
REAllY FOR SOMETIDNG different? Try
something really exciting. Skydivel Cal\ Albuquerque
Parachute Centre 877·4016, Discount to students.
Safe! Excltinal Fun!.
1/28
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265-3315.
tfn
IJAYCARE IN MY UNM-area home, Ages 2-5.
Everyday but Thursday. 256-0815.
1127
EXPERT TYPING, THESIS, dlsscnations, briefs.

~·

FRESH SEAFOOD'
OYSTER BAR

9AM-9PM, EVERY DAY
2112 Central SE

S~
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CITY •\

I

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink
1

1

s1.6s
Coupon Good Today 1·24

I1

Beer & Wine Available
on

Sunday

Neopotltan, Sicilian 1!. Whole Wheat Pizza

1

1

,_1_!~~~'!,d_S! ~~!;.~C!:!i!'J

HARRY'S PLACE
Red or Green
Kosher Chili Dog
&
Draft Beer

$1.79
(must be 21 for beer)

FREE
Posters

Valid.
thru 1·26

COMPUTER' MAGAZINES: Analog, Antic, Apple
Orchard, Byte, Compute, Computer Gaming World,
Computers '83, pompu Kids, Creative Computing, Desktop Computing, Dr. Dobbs Journal, High Technology,
Interface. Age, Microi Microcomputing, Microsystems
PC, Personal Computing, Robotics age, Softside, Sof~
talk, Sync., Technology Review, 80 Micro.
·

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1983 CALENDARS
LARGE BOOK SELECTION
REDUCED PRICES ON GIFT BOOKS

1!1 now accepting applications for members or
our open crew. We arc looking for energetic:.
responsible Individuals Interested In bccom·
lng a part or our quality service team, CAre
OCfAI"'A Is a lunch& dinner full service bar and
restaurant dedicated to excellence In food and
service• Apply In person Mort- Thur lOam·lpni
or4 • 6pm at

1414 Central Ave.,

NEWSLAND
BOOKSTORE

Sarah 299-7322.
1/28
NEED TJCKETS TO NCAA Men's Basketball final
four, WU! pay triple the price for good seats. Calli·
303-486-3~93 anytime!.
1/27
STUDENT DIRECTORIES NOW available! $1 at
UNM Bookstore and Information Center in SUB.
Limited supply, get yours nowl.
1/28
WANTED: GOOD QUALITY Racing Touring
bicycle. Call Max after 7:30p.m. 266-6940.
1/31

fashion and novelty belts, headbands and accessories,
20% commission. Must have car. Contact M,ichel M,
lbguy (or leave name and pl!one number) at 1710\4
OoidSE.
tfn
U.S. TOBACCO COMPANY is seeking a college
representative to pres~nt company and product$ on
and around campus, Send resume to P.O. Box 3~157,
Station D, Albuquerque, NM 87176.
1/31
STVDE~TS INTERESTED IN employment for
Spring semester, apply at Food Service Office in
Student Union Building.
1/28
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000. Carribeqn,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsletter.
1·916-973-111 t.
212S
TilE "EXCITING CAMERS" career seminar,
Discover fashion merchandising, modeling or acting.
Meet the experts in these fields, Tuesday, Jan, 2S, 7
p.m. Plaza 3 i\cademy in Scottsdale Village, 2981831, ext, 168,
11:1.4

9. Las Noticias
REGGAE DANCE SATURDAY, Jan. 29. Old
Airport Terminal Building, 2920 Yale SE, south of
Gibson. 842-1194.
11:1.4
ARUSTS WHO WOULD like to particip&te in shows
this spring at the Hippo, please contact James
Rutherford at 102 West San Francisco St., Suite !6,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.
1126
CLUB7 MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticins.
tfn

7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous

Work Study Jobs

4TH-WAY STUDY group forming, Call Steve or

for Spring Semester•
Apply ot Food Service
OHlce ~n the SUD

Bright Futul'1e Futon Company
Spacesaver futons: :11' xllY' - S85

HARRY'S PLACE

S'nJDENT SPECIAL: 10" dlec:ount
with student ID

1702 SUver SE

243-0338

I

FREE

l

Bowl of Soup

~========!;-!
c:;overed

· Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOVVN

with
Any Sandwich Purchase
Fresh Cut
French Fries
Daily
VIdeo Games

valid

2125¢

thru 1·25

Friends or Relatives
let them know! we have openings for part-time vocational and on call food service work (will train).
Have them apply at Food Service office Main level SUB
·
or call 277-2811. Ask for Debbie or Julie.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
52 Dies
54 Spirit
1 Befriends
58 Mr. Smith
6 City map
59 Plummet
10 Zodiac sign 61 More·
14 Forefend
cunning
15 Helper
62 Faroe native
16 Frenzy
63 Sickness
17 Slight
64 Sea birds
18 Dam
65 Coasted
19 Exclamations 66 Canine
20 Ski areas
sound
22 Rule
67 Soared
24 Receipt word
26 Wager:
DOWN
2words
27 Was miserly
1 Bad actors
2 Baleful
31 Man's name
3 Cloth weave
32 Birds
33 Television
4 Holding up
35 Mauna5 Rills
38 Eat like6 Flipper
7 Told fibs
39 Extra
8 Farewell
40 Erode
9 insects
41 Far: Pref.
10 Rubber42 Wrinkled
necked
43 Pursue
11 Biblical harlot
44 For
12 Chalcedony
451ncome
13 Beleaguer
47 Gin and rum 21 Short drink
51 Seaman
23 Thought:

ACROSS

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

Prefix
25 Cattle type
27 Venetian
blind part
28 Struggle
29 Irritate
30 Railroad car
34 Coxcombs
35 Bound
36 Kiln
37 Son of Zeus
39 Anniversary
40 Knife wielder

42 Necklaces
43 Instrument
44 Made ready
46 Tappet
47 Mining nails
48 Cycle part
49 Asian
50 Fabric
53 Inner self
55 Neophyte
56 Camera part
57 Celtic
60 Energy

